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Onogo are Elite Amazon Sellers. Ranked in the top
1000 of 2.5 million globally. We power over a
million marketplace sales per annum.

Our focus on fantastic service is epitomised by a
98% positive customer feedback score.

Who are we?
We love technology, brands and making things work in competitive environments and
our success derives from clever technology, insights, knowledge and our team
experience and culture of driving successful outcomes for our partners and ourselves.

We have a team of over 70 people and each of us plays a key role in our success.
Our culture is everything to us at Onogo and we value every individual for the
personal contribution they make.

What do we do?
Our goal is to provide the best online value and service through various platforms,
including Amazon. We’ve developed bespoke software and business practices to
enable us to power over a million marketplace sales per year.

We carry in excess of 5000 lines across 6 categories. Dispatching up to 4000
orders globally per day, we take one order every 20 seconds.

The range of career opportunities we offer as a business is vast, each area is critical to
our success and we can offer roles that you may have thought didn’t exist in Jersey,
with a business that is truly unique.



Team Focus: Finance
Our finance team manages a business with a £2 million monthly turnover, ensuring
all suppliers are paid on time and building relationships with the people we deal
with. We make sure that the income from the thousands of sales we generate all
adds up and is properly accounted for.

We also pay the 70+ staff that contribute to the success of Onogo – which I’m sure
our team would agree is a pretty important job!

How do you contribute to the
success of Onogo?

Dealing with the challenges of a busy,
fast moving business, quickly and
efficiently. Using one of our core values
“Kaizen”, which is a Japanese philosophy
of constant improvement.

Describe the types of
roles/opportunities in your team

We are a fast growing tech organisation,
and our finance team can offer exposure
to administration, purchase ledger, sales
ledger and reconciliations. Allowing you
to learn about how important the
numbers are in a commercial business.

What are the challenges of the
role?

Some days we face more challenges than
others, it can be IT related, meeting
deadlines, adapting to change, but we
take it all in our stride!

What skills/experience do you
need?

Good English and Math as well as strong
IT Skills - after all we are a tech-driven
e-commerce business!

What development
opportunities are available?

“Meritocracy” is another of our core
values; we believe in rewarding based on
your own merit, so everyone has the
opportunity to develop in our business.

Within Finance you can advance and
develop your skills in bookkeeping and
accountancy.



Interested in working with us?
See our latest vacancies at Onogo.com/jobs

Interested in a career in Finance?
Here are a few things you can search Online to
learn more…

ACCA -ACCA (the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) is the
global body for professional accountants.
Bookkeeping - the recording of financial transactions, and is part of the
process of accounting in business and other organisations.
Financial Planning - the task of determining how a business will afford to
achieve its strategic goals and objectives.


